The proofs of these statements are available in several places; see for example Curtis and Reiner [2] or Fein [5] .
Now let H be a normal subgroup of G. Clifford's theory tells how M behaves as a module over (1.4 ) M H = n(VΊ 0 0 V s ) where the V t are mutually nonisomorphic irreducible ^~(iJ)-modules, conjugate under the action of G. Here the coefficient n means direct sum of n copies of VΊ 0 0 V 8 .
(1.5) Let I, = {xeG\xV ι = V x as j^(iϊ)-modules}. Then there exists an irredubible ^^(/J-module W 1 such that (Wj) H = nVΊ and the induced module Wf = M.
In the case where s > 1, I, is a proper subgroup of G and the original module is induced from the .^(/J-module. Hence some questions can be answered by induction. In case s = 1 there is no induction but in its place we have the following.
(1.6) Suppose ^ is algebraically closed and s = 1 in (1.4) . Then the representation afforded by M decomposes into the tensor product of two (irreducible) projective representations of G one of which can be viewed as a projective representation of G/H. The one representation has dimension the same as the dimension of V ίy the other, has dimension n.
2* Clifford's Theorem in the general case* We shall continue to use the notation introduced in §1. However we assume M H = nV with V = VΊ in (1.4) . We shall made one assumption that will simplify the following discussion considerably. Namely we assume that j^c ontains the values of the character χ lβ Then in view of (1.2) we have θ = mχ where χ = χ x in (1.1) .
Let V have character 7 and suppose (2.1)
is the decomposition of 7 into absolutely irreducible characters of H. In the group algebra j^{G) let e(θ) denote the central idempotent which acts as the identity on M and such that J Γ (G)e(θ) is a simple algebra; let e(τ) denote the centrally primitive idempotent in ^(H) corresponding to V. The condition that M H = nV implies j(h) = j(x~ιhx) for all h in H and x in G. It follows that e(y) belongs to the center of ^~ (G) . Also e(θ)e(y) Φ 0 because both act as the identity on V so e(θ)e(y) is a nonzero central idempotent in ^(G)e (θ) .
By simplicity we must have e(θ)e(j) -e(θ). Thus multiplication by e(θ) sends the simple algebra ^(H)e(y)
onto the nonzero subalgebra There is no loss of generality in assuming that y L = 1 since a change of coset representatives can always bring this about. Thus z -σ^z) = 0 and the relation (2.4) has fewer than s nonzero terms. By the choice of s it follows a ά (z -σ 3 (z)) ~ 0 for each j and all z in j^f. 
JΓ(H)(e( φί ) + + e(φ t ))e(θ) -^ ^(H)e( φι )e(θ)
where R denotes right multiplication by e(φ 1 ). The map R is a ring isomorphism. One point requires further comment. The obvious range of R is ^r(H)e(φ ί )e(θ) rather than ^~[{H)e(φ ι )e{θ). However we can prove these are equal in the following way. Certainly j^* Q ά?Ί so
J^(H)e(φ ι )e(θ) s ^(H)e(φ ] )e(θ).
We prove equality by computing the ^dimension of both sides. Since multiplication by e(θ) gives an -algebra isomorphism of ^(H)e(φ 1 ) onto jf r ι (H)e(φ 1 )e(θ) we see the latter algebera has J^-dimension equal to φ^l) 2 and ^^dimension^( l) 2 .
To compute ^dimension of ^r(H)e(φ ι )e(θ) we first note d imension of j^~(H)e(y)e(θ) equals ^v-dimension of J^(H)e(y)e(θ)
because the latter algebra is obtained by extending the scalar field from to S\. Now the algebra ^(H)e(y)e(θ) equals Σ ^~[{H)e{φ i )e{θ) and this has J^dimension tφι{lf as we wanted.
For an element x in I λ we have x" ι e(φ^)x = e{φ^ so the map R commutes with the action of I, on the two algebras in question.
It is clear that ^ is the center of ^[(H)e(φ 1 )e(θ) because ^[(H)e(φ^)
is simple with center j^\. Moreover I, fixes ^ since ^7 is the scalar field. But R maps £f onto J^ since the center is preserved. Thus I, fixes Sf and I, Q I.
We can now give the analogue of (1.6). 
(H)e(θ) such that x~ιwx = U~ιwU x for every w in (H)e(θ).
Clearly the element a(x, y) = U x U y U~y induces the identity automorphism so a(x, y) is in ^f and it follows that x -> U x is a projective representation of / with factor set a having values in J*f.
Now let έΓ denote the centralizer of J^(H)e(θ) in ^(I)e(χ).
By Theorem 13, page 53 of [1] it follows (2.9)
^-(I)e(θ) = J^{H)e(θ) ώ = JΓ(H)e(θ) <g> b
ecause J^{H)e{θ) and ^"{l)e(β) both have center £f. We also know then that c^ is simple with center ^f. Set T x -xU~ι so T x is in <&. Then x -•* T x is a projective representation of / with factor set a~ι and xe(θ) = U X ®T X as required. We know (^r(H)e(θ): J^f) = φ^ΐ) 2 and from (2.5) that
{^(I)e(θ): &) = (χ(l)/ty .
We also have χ(l) = atφXl) so that we easily obtain from (2.9) the dimension of ^ over Jif is α Proof Let A be the set of linear characters, λ, of I/H such that ζλ = ζ and set J = Π ker λ as λ runs through A. We show this J has the required properties.
Let p denote the character of the regular representation of I/H. It is a straight-forward computation to verify that aφ{ = ζp since both sides are 0 off H and equal to a[I: H\φ 1 on H. By Frobenius reciprocity ζ has multiplicity a in φ[ and so has multiplicity α 2 in ζp. But p is the sum of the distinct linear characters of I/H and so there are exactly α 2 linear characters λ such that ζλ = ζ. Hence AI = a 2 . Note that A is also a subgroup of the group of linear characters of I/H so by the duality theory of abelian groups we obtain 
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Notice that τ \ H = φ γ implies that τ has precisely t conjugates under G,τ = τ lf 9 τ t and the numbering can be arranged to satisfy Ti I H = <p t . Then also χ\J = a(τ ί + . . + τ t ).
We shall make use of this in the next result. LEMMA 
J?~(J)β(θ) is a simple algebra with center Jϊf.
Proof. The ring Jβ Γ (J)e(0) is semi-simple so simplicity will follow if we show it has only one irreducible module (up to isomorphism).
Any irreducible ^(J)e(θ)
module, W, is isomorphic to a direct summand of Mj because M is the unique isomorphism type of ^(G)e{θ) module. Let μ be the character of W. The character 7 must appear in μ IH since 7 is the only character of an irreducible ^{H)e{θ) module in M H . Thus μ \ H contains each φ im Moreover the absolutely irreducible characters in μ must appear in χ \ J. By the remark above the lemma, every τ< appears in μ. Thus μ is invariant under G and it follows Mj ~k'W for some k. Hence J? r (J)e(θ) has only one irreducible module. We find also that ^r (J) 
e(θ) is isomorphic tô Γ (J)e(μ)
and its center is isomorphic to ^~(τ). If we apply (2.8) with J in place of H we find dimension ^ over £f is α 2 . This is the same α that appears for H because χ\J= a(τ ι 4-+ τ t ). It is clear that c tf (the centralizer of <β r (H)e(θ)) contains ^ and so by dimension count we find ^ -c έ?.
From this it follows that j^~(J)e(θ) = J^{H)e{θ).
This makes it possible to adjust the projective representations U and T 7 so that U x = xe(θ) if x is in / and T is constant on the cosets of J.
We are now able to identify the algebra <&. It follows that the T x span ^ over J*f (because the tensor product is taken over Jϊf) and hence the homomorphism above is onto r έ?.
is simple with center \ imposes restrictions on A and one can say quite a lot about ^(A) β . We shall give a brief sketch of the results of DeMeyer [3] which are relevant.
Consider the function rj{a, b) = β(a, 6)//3(6, a). Because A is abelian and β is a factor set, it follows that η is a (multiplicative) skew bilinear form from A x A to the multiplicative group of j^~[. This is This decomposition allows us to get information about the index of the algebra J?~1(A) β . We must now restrict J^ to be an algebraic number field. Now the Brauer-Hasse-Noether theorem can be applied.
It tells us the index of a finite dimensional division algebra over is equal to its exponent; that is the order of its class in the Brauer group of the center of the division algebra.
The 
Proof. We have ^(g) ^"(G)e(θ) equivalent to ^(I)e(θ) in the
Brauer group of ^ because by Theorem 16, page 56 of [1] , Hence by Theorem 20, page 59 of [1] the factor by which the index has been reduced after extending the field to ^ must divide \^\\ ^\. By (2.6) 
this number is [G: I] so the index of ^~(G)e(θ) divides [G: I] times the index of ^(I)e(θ).
By the decomposition of (2.9) we see the index of ^(I)e(θ) divides the least common multiple of the index of ^(H)e(θ) and the index of ^. The index of J?~{H)e(θ) is m^iφi) so the result follows from (3.6) .
There is a theorem of Brauer [2, Theorem 70 .28] which shows that certain questions about the Schur index of an irreducible character for a finite group can be reduced to questions about ^^elementary groups. Recall that among other things an .^elementary group is a semi-direct product PA of a p-group P and a normal cyclic p'-group A. We now consider the case where G = PA is such a semi-direct product (not necessarily ^^elementary however). Let H = C G (A) so that H is normal and G/H is abelian (because A has an abelian automorphism group). Let χ be an absolutely irreducible character of G. In this situation we have the following. THEOREM (G) (M 0 ). Hence these two division algebras are isomorphic. Let χ | G γ contain the character ζ which also appears in the decomposition of the character for W γ . We have m (χ) = m^(ζ) since these numbers represent the indices of the respective endomorphism rings above. Moreover ^"{ζ) is the center of End *-{Gl )(Wύ so ^~ = ^~(ζ).
We may now apply This is the case when χ is an irreducible character of degree 3 for the metacyclic group ζx, yy where x 7 = y 9 = 1 and y~ιxy = x 4 . (b) The application of DeMeyer's theorem shows the interest in twisted group algebras, ^Γ(G) a , which are simple with center J?~. A discussion of groups G which admit such a factor set a can be found in [4] .
